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Sitting in last month’s PRIDE Commons opening

I stand in front of you as a Latina, cis gender, lover of
gardening, a photographer, writer, activist, teacher,
!"#$%&'() *$+,-"*() &$&',-() ./'0,-) "12) 3-$,124) ) 56) 3-$,12&) 7$**)
tell you that I am loyal--even 20 years later I keep in touch.
If you put all my friends in a room you will understand
what diversity is all about for me.
8) ".) ") %-.) +,*$,9,-) $1) "**/7$1:) .;*'$!*,) 9/$#,&) "12) '/)
always listen to the voice of others different from me. I
can’t speak for anyone but myself.
And I do speak up—I usually tell my students—if it feels
wrong, IT IS BAD! Act on it don’t let it run you over…
In Women’s Studies teaching intersectionalities is a hard
task because every topic seems as important as the next.
In our life stories some of those sections will intersect all
the time while other might hardly ever do. I have been
most of my life I have been “the other” and know how
hurtful is to be left alone, ignored, silenced, misunderstood
and misrepresented. While at the same time I have the
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I am an ally and an advocate for the LGBTQQ+
community because I believe only when we are all
free of oppression can we build a healthy and happy
society.

DESK

ceremony made me think of students left behind,
without a place to talk and feel safe. I am thinking
of one particular student back in 1996 who came to
see me at the Nicholson School of Communication
because he saw an Ally sticker on my door. He could
barely speak and when he did, he cried. We both did.
There was no PRIDE commons back then—just
people in pockets around campus who cared.

privilege of a higher education and a social class higher
than most working people, I understand where I am
privileged and where I am subordinate and in that
balancing act I come forward today to remember a moment
in history we should remember well.
In 1969, life was different and at the same time the same as
today. People wanted to belong to groups that understood
them, respected them and accepted them. The same is true
today—we thrive on our bubble of friends and support.
Unfortunately, society is not a comfort bubble for everyone.
The gay and lesbian community of New York and the
patrons of Stonewall Inn said No more--no more to police
intimidation, disrespect and humiliation. Oppression has
many names and in this case it was Stonewall Inn. A little
hole on the wall bar—an address but much more than that a
moment in time—it was 1969 in the Greenwich Village in
!
New York City.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Heather Bryan,
Sociology major and Women’s Studies minor, serves
as the President of the student organization VOX:
Voices for Planned Parenthood. She received the Best
Field Organizer award given by Advocates for Youth
in September 2013 for her work with VOX.
Article Page 4

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT: Dr. Shelley Park,
Associate Professor of Philosophy, currently teaching
“Feminist Theories.” She recently published a new
book on motherhood titled Mothering Queerly,
Queering Motherhood: Resisting Monomaternalism
in Adoptive, Lesbian, Blended and Polygamous Families
Article Page 6

GUEST WRITER: Dr. Gabriela Raquel Ríos, a
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farmworkers and indigenous people during
“Thanksgiving” in her article “‘Thanks-Taking’ and the
Colonial Legacy of Indigenous Land Seizure.”
Article Page 8
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Director’s Desk Continues: A Moment to
Hold One Another in Joy
(Keynote speech for the LGBTQ+ History Month
Celebration, 2013)
!"!"!

We will never be silenced and
Remember Stonewall were the very
public sentiments of hundreds of gay
!,/!*,)%:0'$1:)3/-)2$:1$'64)<;1,)=>()
1969 marks the beginning of the
organized LGBT movement for civil
-$:0'&)$1)'0,)?@4)A/-)&$B)2"6&)$1)<;1,)
the gay community fought back.
The riots inspired LGBT people
throughout the country to organize in
support of gay rights, and within two
years after the riots, gay rights groups
had been started in nearly every major
city in the United States."
We will never be silenced was a call for
action--stop the harassment,
humiliation, arrests and campaign
against gays.
At the time, there were not many
places where people could be openly
gay. New York had laws prohibiting
homosexuality in public, and private
businesses and gay establishments
were regularly raided and shut down.

NEW from UCF’s
Library
F/')G".*,'H)5,2$"'$/1&)/1)
the Frail Position of Women
$1)I-".")+6)<"1,')@;J."1
Gendered: Art and Feminist
Theory by Tal Dekel
Gender and Sustainability:
Lessons from Asia and Latin
America by Cruz-Torres and
5#K*7,,
5$-")L*/62)I/#M)"12)'0,)
Progressive Era
N/1&,-9"'$/1)5/9,.,1')+6)
Susan Rimby
A Companion to Gender
Prehistory by Diane Bolger

81)'0,),"-*6)0/;-&)/3)<;1,)=>()CDED()")
group of gay customers at the
Greenwich Village’s Stonewall Inn,
grew angry at the harassment by
police took a stand and a riot broke out.
As word spread throughout the city
about the demonstration, the
customers of the inn were soon joined
by other gay men and women who
started throwing objects at the
policemen, shouting "gay power." Police
reinforcements arrived and beat the
crowd away, but the next night, the
crowd returned, even larger than the
night before, with numbers reaching
over 1000. For hours, protesters rioted
outside the Stonewall Inn until the
police sent a riot-control squad to
disperse the crowd." For days following,
demonstrations of varying intensity
took place throughout the city.
Stonewall became a symbol-- a one way
street –-only forward from now on.

Do you think this is the right way to
live? I don’t think so.
As humans we want to feel happiness,
select our friends and love freely with
all our heart. I was moved during a
recent trip to Spain while watching
same sex families enjoy their children
on the beach and kiss one another.
Why? Because we have forgotten that
love is not an exclusive feeling for few
but for all humans. It was a wonderful
moment for me as an American to see
what is so possible in other countries –
and without hate speeches, yelling
names or violence.
Today, we are not in Stonewall Inn but
in UCF. At our academic home, together
we are making history because we are
openly and proudly celebrating
LGBGTQQ+ history month. We are
standing! We are smiling at one
another! This is a celebration-- a
moment to hold one another in joy.

Hundred of lives have been lost, many
have lived somebody’s else life, others
2$2)1/')%12)*/9,()70$*,)/'0,-&)2,#$2,2)
on a different career, and many others
were never able to love freely.

5;&$#)"12)'0,)@/;'0,-1)
Belle: From Accomplished
Lady to Confederate
Composer by Candace Bailey
A New Southern Woman: The
Correspondence of Eliza Lucy
8-$/1)F,$*&/1()C>OCPC>>Q)+6)
Giselle Roberts
Champion of Choice by
N"'0*,,1)5$**,R"'0&)'/)5$22*,PN*"&&)
5/+$*$'6)"./1:)@,#/12P
S,1,-"'$/1)5/-/##"1)
Immigrant Women in Israel
+6)T,9,-*6)5$J-"#0$
Gender and Violence in
Islamic Societies: Patriarchy,
Islamism and Politics in the

5$22*,)K"&')"12)F/-'0)U3-$#" )
by Zahia Smail Salhi
F/)5,-,)@0"2/7&H)A"#,&)/3)
Widowhood in Early Colonial
5,B$#/)+6)@0$-*,6)N;&0$1:)
Flint
Structures and Subjectivities:
U'',12$1:)'/)K"-*6)5/2,-1)
V/.,1)+6)</"1)K4)G"-'."1)
and Adele Seeff
5/9$1:)7$'0)'0,)W$.,&H)
Gender, Status, and
5$:-"'$/1)/3)F;-&,&)$1)812$")
by Sreelekha Nair
I,%"1')T-$2,&H)W0,)?1'/*2)
Story of Two RevolutionaryEra Women and the Radical
5,1)W0,6)5"--$,2)+6)F"1#6)
Rubin Stuart

?1-$9"**,2)81X;,1#,H)V/.,1)
and Empire in Byzantium by
<;2$'0)G,--$1
Evolution's Empress:
Darwinian Perspectives on
the Nature of Women by
5"-6"11)L4)A$&0,-()<;&'$1)Y4)
Garcia, Rosemarie Sokol
Chang
<,7$&0)V/.,1)$1)
Enlightenment Berlin by
Natalie Naimark-Goldberg
Women and the New Dilemma
of Race and Gender Politics
by Cindy Hooper
Z;,,1&)"12)5$&'-,&&,&)/3)
Renaissance France by
Kathleen Welman
"
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YWLP &YMLP
Gear up for UCF
Day

YWLP Littles create Dream Cards by
completing the prompt: “I dream of a
world where.”

by Emily Vrotsos
YWLP/YMLP Coordinator
!"!"!

The Young Women Leaders Program
[\VLR]) "12) W0,) \/;1:) 5,1^&)
L,"2,-&0$!) R-/:-".) [\5LR]) "-,)
/9,-) 0"*37"6) %1$&0,2) 7$'0) '0,$-)
mentoring session for the Fall 2013
semester. Thus far, they have
covered issues of problem-solving,
YWLP Big and Little Sisters play a
#/1X$#') -,&/*;'$/1() 2$9,-&$'6) "12)
leadership game focused on different
socioeconomic privilege. Over the
leadership styles.
course of the next few weeks, our
mentors from both programs will
round out the semester with
discussions of body image and body
appreciation and environmental
"##/;1'"+$*$'64) \5LR) 7$**) "*&/)
building exercises and learning more
&!,#$%#"**6) #/9,-) 2$&#;&&$/1&) /3)
about college life. At this UCF Day,
. " & # ; * $ 1 $ ' 6) " 1 2) 2 , % 1 $ ' $ / 1 &) / 3)
mentors and mentees were introduced
manhood.
to yoga, self-defense demonstrations,
In the last weeks of October, YWLP and and a campus tour. The participation
\5LR) 0/&',2) "1) ,9,1') /1) ?NA^&) ."$1) level was outstanding and a great deal
#".!;&) 3/-) '0,) O'0) :-"2,) &';2,1'&) '/) of fun was had by all who attended.
come and explore UCF. This event,
entitled “UCF Day,” takes place every
semester for every new group of
mentees and gives them an
opportunity to spend more time with
their Big Brother and Big Sister
mentors, while participating in team-

If you are interested in becoming a
.,1'/-) 7$'0)\VLR) /-) \5LR() 6/;)."6)
9$&$')/;-) /3%#,)$1)N/*+/;-1)G"**)_)@;$',)
CC>4)

ADVISOR’S CORNER
courses. Hopefully you will be able
to determine what studying
strategies have helped you to
learn the new course material and
also identify what has been
hindering your progress.

by Donna Mercado
Women’s Studies Program Advisor
!"!"!

Hello Students!"5"16)/3)6/;)0"9,)
been taking midterms. Now is the
time to step back a bit and evaluate
how well are you performing in "your

All applications for Spring 2014
should be submitted no later than
Thursday, January 9th.
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through that evaluation process
and for the exams coming up
later this term, I suggest you
9$&$')'0,)@UYN)`3%#,)a@';26)@M$**&)
Handouts page (http://
can add to what you already know
sarc.sdes.ucf.edu/handouts),” "where
works for you to learn and study
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course content. "
strategies that
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Student Spotlight:
Heather Bryan

Name: Heather Bryan
Major: Sociology
Minor: Women’s Studies
Years at UCF: Senior
Activism: VOX (President);
Dream Defenders; Student
Labor Action Project;
Advocates for Youth 1 in 3
Campaign; Planned Parenthood;
UCF Mentors in Violence
Prevention

by Leandra Preston-Sidler

activist work and future goals:

Women’s Studies Instructor
!"!"!

What led you to Women's Studies? I
Women’s Studies attracts so many stellar
initially came to UCF with a minor in
students and activists that the opportunity
French but the Sociology classes I took for
Recently Awarded: Best
to
interview
one
a
month
is
both
Field Organizer award given by
an honor and a daunting
Advocates for Youth in
decision—how to choose? This
September 2013 and the
month I chose Heather Bryan
Planned Parenthood Federation
women will have an abortion in her lifetime.
because, while her work as
of America presented VOX at
President of VOX: Voices for
Visit http://www.1in3campaign.org/# to read
UCF with the "Most
R*"11,2)R"-,1'0//2)$&)!-/*$%#()
Outstanding Student Group" at
the stories or submit your ownx
she also actively juggles a full
a conference this past summer
academic load with an
my major overlapped with Women’s
impressive commitment to several other
Favorite WST Course:
Studies. I quickly realized how much the
social and political endeavors, including
I have a couple favorites.
subject matter resonated with me and that I
Dream Defenders,
genuinely enjoyed learning about it, which
Student Labor
did not make it feel like work. I quickly
YWLP Coordinat
Action Project,
or Makes News
changed my minor to Women's Studies my
for Advocates for Youth
Her Online Mag
%-&')&,.,&',-)"')?NA4
azine for Girls
1 in 3 Campaign,
Planned Parenthood
How do you see Women’s Studies
Li nd se y Tu rn bu ll,
fo rm er YW LP Pr
of
Greater
Orlando,
og ra m
enriching your future (or current) career
Coordinator, made
news this month
"12)?NA)5,1'/-&)$1)
fo
r
her
or life path?
pioneering work on
Violence Prevention.
MissHeard Magaz
in
e.
Upon Here is what
Women's Studies has enriched my current
graduating from UC
F with her M.A. M
s.
!"'0)$1)*$3,)&$1#,)'0,)%-&')#*"&&)8)'//M4)8'):/')
Tu
rn
bu
ll
Heather had to say
launched an onlin
e magazine focuse
me involved with important causes and
d on girl
about her passion
empowerment. This
organizations and brought the most
month the TampaBa
for social justice and
y Times
featured her. Chec
meaning and sense of purpose to my life. It's
k out the ar ticle
the role Women’s
here: http://
bit.ly/1eZGMRK.
enriching my future because it helped me
Studies plays in her
!
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Student Activist Focuses on Intersecting
Issues

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

%12)")!"'0)'/)*$9,)/;').6)2-,".&)'0"')8)
did not know was possible. I had no
idea what I wanted to do before I found
Women's Studies but now I am on an
unstoppable mission.

campaign tells the personal stories of
the 1 in 3 women who will have an
abortion in their lifetime in an effort to
dismantle the stigma and break the
silence around abortion.

!"#$%&'(#)*+))',-$').*#/0'#))+$)'
that you are most engaged with
and why.
Reproductive rights and
reproductive justice would have to
be my main foci right now because
I'm working to make sure my voice
and the voices of all women are
heard when it comes to making
their own personal medical
decisions. I want to shed light on
the women marginalized from
having bodily autonomy because of
discrimination ingrained in some
of our societal structures. All
people need to be educated about
their bodies and should have
access to the resources that will
allow them to live the healthiest
lives they can.

Additionally, my involvement with
Dream Defenders is in an effort to
combat problems of the school-to!-$&/1)!$!,*$1,()-"#$"*)!-/%*$1:)"12)
racism, private prisons and the
intersecting multitude of causes for
social injustices against people of color.
Talk about your activism on campus
and/or off."
VOX is constantly working to provide
our campus with information about
comprehensive sex education,
resources for being tested for sexually
transmitted infections, and
reproductive rights. We provide a safe
space for anyone to learn about these
issues. Our biggest effort for the year is
our involvement with the Advocates
for Youth 1 in 3 Campaign. This

that would ensure free parking passes
for staff and faculty, as they pay a
large sum to park on campus simply to
come to work every day. We are
+-$1:$1:)"7"-,1,&&)'/)'0,)%1"1#$"*)
burden this puts on workers and
striving to alleviate burden
while working in solidarity
with them.
Of all the Women’s Studies
courses you have taken,
which would you consider your
“favorite”?

I have a couple favorites. First,
Gender Issues and Community
Activism because it was through
that service-learning project that I
discovered what I was most
passionate about and how to
pursue my passions.
Second, Feminist
Theories is wonderful for
being able to explore all
“I spent part
of my summer
the feminist perspectives
sleeping
.2' ,- $' %. ." '
.5 ' ,- $' 60 ." #(
and learning how to
/' 7, /, $'
Capital buildin
navigate my own feminist
g with the rest
of the
Dream Defe
praxis. Finally, Women,
nders to ur
ge the
Race, and Struggle is
legislature
to make so
me real
beautiful for discovering
changes.”
Womanism, which
poetically conveys the
struggles of women of
color.
"Dream Defenders has been working
statewide to enact Trayvon's Law.
Created by Dream Defenders, the law
addresses three pillars which aim to
dismantle the school-to-prison
!$!,*$1,()-"#$"*)!-/%*$1:()"12)'/)3;**6)
repeal Stand Your Ground. I spent part
/3).6)&;..,-)&*,,!$1:)/1)'0,)X//-)/3)
the Florida State Capital building with
the rest of the Dream Defenders to
urge the legislature to make some real
changes.
The Student Labor Action Project is
working on a Parking Pass Campaign

!"#$%&'(#)*+))'&.+"'10/2)34./0)'5."'
graduation.
After graduation, I plan to turn my
passions into my career as an
organizer, preferably within the
reproductive justice movement. Before
I came to UCF, I said I wanted to be a
“professional activist” but I did not
know exactly what that looked like or
how to go about achieving it. UCF and
Women’s Studies has given me so
many opportunities, avenues, and
resources to be well on my way. "
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Faculty Spotlight:
Dr. Shelley Park
by Meredith
Tweed
Women’s Studies Instructor
!"!"!

Name: Shelley Park,
Associate Professor of
Philosophy

Department: Philosophy
Years at UCF: 23
WST Related Courses:
G?5)QQ=EH))W0,/-$,&)/3)@,B)
and Gender in the
G;."1$'$,&f)G?5)b>=EH)
Postcolonial Theory; PHI
QE=DH))A".$*6)g"*;,&f)RG5)
3020: Philosophy of Love;
RG5)QCccH))A-,,2/.)"12)
<;&'$#,f)RG5)QC=QH))
Feminist Theories

Recent Publication:
5/'0,-$1:)Z;,,-*6()
Z;,,-$1:)5/'0,-0//2H))
Resisting
5/1/."',-1"*$&.)$1)
Adoptive, Lesbian, Blended
and Polygamous Families,
published by SUNY Press

Spring Courses:
Theories of Sex and Gender
$1)'0,)G;."1$'$,&)[G?5)
3326) and Philosophy of
L/9,)[RG5)Qc=c]4))
“I would be delighted to
have Women’s Studies
students in both of these
courses. If you don’t have
the stated prerequisite but
have a previous Women’s
Studies course, I will
happily provide you with
instructor consent for an
override!”

In September I got the
chance to talk with
Women’s Studies Faculty
U3%*$"',)I-4)@0,**,6)R"-M))
about her new book and her
dedication to women and
gender issues. Here is what
she had to say:
8.9'(#('&.+':"),';$*.<$'
interested in women and
gender studies?
There was a thriving,
nationally known Women’s
Studies Program at Duke
University where I did my
Ph.D. work in the late
CD>c&4))U*'0/;:0).6)
department (Philosophy)
didn’t offer any graduate
courses in feminist
!0$*/&/!06()"12)X"'*6)3/-+$2)
me from pursuing a
dissertation topic in
feminist theory, the
Women’s Studies Program
was a happy respite in the
building across the street
from our department. I
attended many of their
events and belonged to an
interdisciplinary reading
group that met every
Thursday morning for 4
years at a local bakery to
discuss scholarly work by
feminists.
8.9'(#('&.+':2('&.+")$05'
at UCF?
I was offered an assistant
professor position in the
Philosophy Department at

UCF immediately upon
completion of my Ph.D.
The weather was warmer
and the city larger than the
other place from which I
had a comparable offer, so I
came here.

Adoptive, Lesbian, Blended
and Polygamous Families,
published by SUNY Press a
few months ago.

How did you end up doing

I have a couple of research
!-/i,#'&)$1)'0,)7/-M&4))5/&')
immediately, I am working
on an invited article for an
anthology to be published
/1)5"-:$1"*$J,2)5/'0,-&4))
This essay examines the
ways in which
metronormativity (a set of
assumptions about the
uncivilized nature of rural
folk) has been deployed
against FLDS mothers
(mothers belonging to the
Fundamentalist Church of
the Latter Day Saints) in
ways that render their lives
;1$1',**$:$+*,4))56)&,#/12()
longer term project is a
second monograph
tentatively entitled Cyborg
5/'0,-&H))W0,)K'0$#&)/3)
Care in a Technological Era.
This project explores the
ways in which technologies
ranging from nannycams to
Ritalin and cell phones
have fundamentally
changed the ways in which
caregiving work takes
place by raising the
standards for successful
care and by blurring the
boundaries between care
and control.

research on families,
)1$*#:*/00&'=+$$"'
kinship?
56)-,&,"-#0)/1)h;,,-)
kinship was largely a
product of thinking about
the life I was living—a life
that included mothering in
familial contexts that
included open, transracial,
adoption as well as
biological procreation,
divorce and repartnerings,
a same-sex relationship,
and some rather
unorthodox custodial
agreements and living
arrangements. Feminist
theories of motherhood had
remarkably little to say
about the sort of queer life I
was living; queer theory,
on the other hand, had
very little to say about
childrearing. It thus
became a challenge for me
to make sense of my life—
and other analogous lives—
by interweaving disparate
theoretical threads in ways
that would make sense of
the seemingly oxymoronic
notion of queer mothering.
The result is my book,
5/'0,-$1:)Z;,,-*6()
Z;,,-$1:)5/'0,-0//2H))
Resisting
5/1/."',-1"*$&.)$1)

What are you working on
now?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Faculty Spotlight
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

frequently do). And I love reading and
writing as well—I just wish I had more
time to devote to it.

>)',-$"$'/'=+#"?&'."'5+2'5/*,'/;.+,'
you that you are willing to share? I
am one of nine grandmothers to
my 2 year old granddaughter—talk
about your complicated families!
What, if any, other roles do you

What is the most challenging?
Staying optimistic about the state of

now increasingly beholden to both
legislative agendas and corporate
interests. Anyone who has been
involved with Florida education as
either a teacher or a student knows
what I’m talking about.

“There is literally nothing you could assign

Advice to share with Women’s

me to teach that wouldn’t have something to

Studies students? Avoid the

temptation to take shortcuts with
the intersecting lenses of feminist theory, your education. Take challenging
courses, set high expectations for
UCF campus? I currently serve as
=+$$" ' ,-$."&@' *"#,#*/0' "/*$' ,-$."& ' /2('
yourself--and for your teachers-the President of the UCF Chapter
postcolonial theory to everything I study.”
and surround yourself with people
of the United Faculty of Florida,
who will call you out when you are
our faculty union.
being (as we all are occasionally!)
higher education in Florida—and in the
intellectually
or ethically lazy. It is
nation. As our public universities are
What is the most interesting part of
easier to deal with idiots and to
being transformed into vocational
your job? The part of my job where I
confront structural injustices when you
schools and the Arts and Humanities
get paid to think about interesting
can intelligently analyze the situation
are increasingly marginalized, the
things and to talk with others about
and articulate solutions. It is also
reading, writing and critical thinking
those interesting things! After 23
easier when you know that your
skills that were once the hallmark of a
years, I still love teaching—especially
equally smart and savvy feminist allies
university education are slowly
when I get to teach interesting
will catch your potential mistakes
eroding. Also eroding, I fear, is the
scholarly perspectives on issues of
before they become public.
moral compass of universities that are
contemporary relevance (which I
do with gender (and race and class). I bring

play (beyond teaching) on the

The Season of
Giving
by Ashley Frederick
Women’s Studies Program Student Assistant
!"!"!

Homelessness is an epidemic in
American society. With the
recession, a sluggish recovery, and
now a government shutdown that
impacted people across the nation,
more people are losing their places
of residency. Here in Central Florida,
homeless is on the rise.
At UCF on our main campus alone,
Knights Pantry offers 6 pounds of
food per day for UCF students in
need. They serve on average 1,000
students a month. They are a non!-/%')&';2,1')/-:"1$J"'$/1)'0"')
depends on donations from staff,
faculty, and students. Poverty and
homelessness are not faraway
problems. We have to look no further
than other students to see the face of
hunger.
With November being the month of
Thanksgiving, it is common to see

during late fall and early winter that
people suddenly remember to give
back to their communities. During
this busy travel and shopping
season, let’s take a step back and
think about the emphasis given on
“charity” and “philanthropy”

because of the symbolism of
thanksgiving and winter holidays. I
challenge you to change these
patterns of seasonal community
work. Give your time, your
donations, your service now but also
come February when the last of the
season has faded. And, I challenge
you to think beyond donations to

research, study, and work to change
the root of these social problems.
Places to give:
For Orange County there’s the
Coalition for the Homeless of Central
Florida. They serve everyone. In
fact, one out of every four people
they serve is a child. A total of
306,942 meals were served last
year at The Coalition. #The Zebra
N/"*$'$/1)$&)")1/1P!-/%')
organization that offers services
to LGBTQ+ youth who have been
isolated from their families. The
Zebra Coalition has provided
/9,-)O(ccc)6/;'0&)7$'0)&,-9$#,&)
since 2010.
!
In Seminole County, HOPE helps
homeless people through housing,
outreach, prevention and education.
Hope partners with other
community organizations such as
Second Harvest Food Bank and
Harvest Time International to
provide their clients with nutritious
food.
O

“Thanks-Taking” and the Colonial Legacy
of Indigenous Land Seizure
by Gabriela Raquel Ríos
Assistant Professor
Department of Writing and Rhetoric
!"!"!

L"&')5"-#0()2;-$1:)'0,)N/"*$'$/1)/3)
Immokalee Workers’ (CIW) 2013 Publix
5"-#0)3/-)Y$:0'&()Y,&!,#'()"12)A"$-)
Food, I met a couple of Creek folks who
had come to support the farm workers.
“These lands are the traditional lands
of our people, so we are here to support
the land as well as the farm workers,”
they said.
Their presence at this event, which was
aimed at getting Publix to sign the Fair
Food Agreement, evokes a shared
history between land, labor, and
American Indian land theft that is
rarely acknowledged in mainstream
2$&#/;-&,&4)@'/-$,&)/3)'0,)a%-&'j)
Thanksgiving often depict a scene in
which benevolent English colonists
prepare a feast for “noble, savage”
Wampanoag Indians out of pure
Christian charity. The story of
Thanksgiving at Plymouth Rock has
also become one of the many stories
that weave together the U.S. as a
Nation-State over and against
Indigenous Nations that exist and
existed on this continent prior to
European arrival.
81)3"#'()@"-"0)</&,!0")G"*,()'0,),2$'/-)
of the women’s magazine, Godey’s
Lady’s Book, was one of the more
$1X;,1'$"*)%:;-,&)3/-)$1&'"'$1:)
Thanksgiving as a distinctly national
0/*$2"64)81)C>EQ()&0,)#/19$1#,2)
president Lincoln to declare two
national Thanksgiving holidays as a
way to further unite the country during
the Civil War.
The feast at Plymouth Rock hardly
-,!-,&,1',2)'0,)%-&')/3)$'&)M$124)
Spanish and English explorers had
similar feasts across the “Americas,”

"12)A*/-$2")$&)&"$2)'/)+,)/1,)/3)'0,)%-&')
sites where such celebrations occurred.
According to Ramona Peters, who is the
5"&0!,,)V".!"1/":)1"'$/1^&)G$&'/-$#)
R-,&,-9"'$/1)`3%#,-()70"')-,"**6)
0"!!,1,2)/1)'0"')a%-&'j)W0"1M&:$9$1:)
was the making of a Treaty.
“ [T]hey made a treaty between two
nations—England and the Wampanoag
Nation,” she claims. “It was basically an
I’ll watch your back, you watch mine’
agreement. Later on we collaborated on
jurisdictions and creating a system so
that we could live together.” (Indian
Country Today)

In Florida alone there have been nine
cases of modern day slavery brought to
trial (CIW). Women are also often the
most vulnerable to conditions of farm
work labor, stemming from pesticide
abuse to sexual harassment.
The CIW’s Fair Food Campaign is just
one of many examples of farm worker
activism. This Thanksgiving, I hope we
can all take a moment to consider
working with farm workers in their
%:0')3/-)i;&'$#,()"12)'/):$9,)'0"1M&)'/)
the Native peoples whose land we
currently occupy.

W0"')'-,"'6)7"&)'/)+,#/.,)/3)'0,)%-&')$1)
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Today,
Thanksgiving
posits “America”
as a land of plenty.
Visit them
online at:
http://nfw
5/&')#/1&;.,-&)
m-yaya.o
rg
forget that what
we have comes
only through land
theft and genocide sanctioned by the
812$"1)Y,./9"*)U#'()W0,)5/--$**)U#'()
and the Land Grant Act, to name a few.
Additionally, our “harvest” comes to
our tables through the exploitation of
farm worker labor.
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Saudi Arabian
Journalist Visits
UCF

S

PU
AROUND CAM

by Meredith Tweed
Women’s Studies Instructor
!"!"!

Thursday, October 24th Women’s
Studies Program students in Dr.
Santana’s “Introduction to Women’s
Studies Course” spent time speaking
with Saudi Arabian journalist Samar
Fatany. Fatany, author of four books
and several articles, is a well known
women’s rights activist and Chief
Broadcaster in the English section at
<,22"0)T-/"2#"&'$1:)@'"'$/14)
During her candid “Question and
Answer” discussion with students, she
spoke about the progress women have
made in Saudi Arabia and about their
continued efforts to enact change for
“Women’s Empowerment.” She
explained that she and other activists,
contrary to some popular
-,!-,&,1'"'$/1&)/3)5$22*,)K"&',-1)
women in the Western media, were not
looking to be “liberated” from Islam
but were instead working against
extremism that she said had
overtaken and misinterpreted the
Koran. She spoke about some of the
successes activists have had using

social
media. In one instance, she explained,
a well-known a female TV-broadcaster
courageously allowed the media to
document the aftermath of domestic
violence incident. This, she claimed,
led to public outrage and started the
outcry that criminalized domestic
violence.
She also spoke about a campaign
starting this week on social media that
will be aimed at changing the ban on
women driving. Women will take to the
street--not with protest signs but with

their
phones--documenting themselves
driving for “necessary” reasons and
post this on Facebook and Twitter. She
explained that everyday women will
show that they are responsible driving
and that it is necessary for women,
something that now is illegal along
with traveling without the consent of a
male guardian. “Change is
unstoppable” she reminded us, “You
just need to decide if you will
accelerate it or wait for it to come."
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Sex Education is a Social Justice Issue
by Anna Eskamani
Graduate Student
!"!"!

According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention,
approximately 46 percent of all high
school students have had sexual
intercourse, and that includes 62
percent of high school seniors. This
means that almost nine million teens
are already sexually active. Looking
"')A*/-$2")&!,#$%#"**6()2"'")3-/.)'0,)
state health department tells us that
twenty percent of reported cases of
sexually transmitted infections come
from those who are under the age of
25.
These statistics are staggering, and
yet they are only one side of the
conversation. The other are our
nation’s teen pregnancy rates, which
fortunately have decreased over the
years. In 2011, women aged 15-19
"##/;1',2)3/-)'0,)+$-'0)/3)Q=D(ODO)
babies, equating to a live birth rate of
approximately 31 babies per 1,000
teens in this age group. That is a drop
/3)>"percent"from 2010, and a record
low for the United States.
Before we celebrate, it should be
noted that this trend isn’t the same
for all regions or demographics. Teen
pregnancy rates in the south remain
high, and though teen birth rates
have declined for most races, they
stayed relatively the high for
Hispanic teens. Overall, minority
groups
and"socioeconomically"disadvantage’s
youth of all races are experiencing
the highest rates of teen pregnancy,
highlighting the healthcare
disparities that exist within our
society.
Teen pregnancy rates of course have
a very direct impact on those young
people who are becoming pregnant

and bearing children. Not only are
their lives changed, but their access
to higher education and a successful
career are either limited or put on
0/*24)W0,)%1"1#$"*)#/&')"&&/#$"',2)
with teen pregnancy rates are so
huge; and based on research
conducted by the National Campaign
to Prevent Teen and Unplanned
Pregnancy, teen childbearing cost the
American taxpayers $10.9 billion and
the state of Florida at least $551
.$**$/1)$1)=cc>4

wanted it. He said yes, but before she
gave him the gum she stuck it in her
mouth and chewed it, and then held
the used gum up to him and asked
him if he still wanted — basically
insinuating that having sex with a
non-virgin, or someone who had
already been used, was both
disgusting, and not worth your time.

Changing the way we talk about sex
with our young people, and moving
towards the notion that knowledge is
power, will help lead Florida into a
brighter
That’s a huge cost to
“ O v e r a l l , m i n o r i t y g r o u p s future. A
bear, one that can be
easily prevented with the and!socioeconomically!disadvan good
example of
implementation of
tage’s youth of all races are
this in
comprehensive sexual
experiencing the highest rates
motion can
education, a curriculum
of
teen
pregnancy,
highlighting
be seen in
of sex-ed that educates
the healthcare disparities that California. A
youth on all STIs and
place that I
forms of contraception.
exist within our society.”
like to call
Currently in Florida it is
Florida’s
required that sex-ed
smarter
curriculum stress abstinence from
cousin, California has seen a huge
sexual activity. The depth of
decline in their teen birth rates over
education that students receive on
the last two decades, and their
HIV and other sexual health topics is
success is largely credited to their
determined by the individual school
comprehensive sex-ed classes.
districts; so the level of sex-ed that a
If Florida took a page out of
student in Florida receives will vary
California’s book, each of us would be
county-by-county. This lack of
in a much better, and healthier, place.
consistency across the state means
that a student in southern Florida
could receive a completely different
sexual education experience
compared to their peers in Central
Florida or the Panhandle.
As a student growing up right here in
Orange County, my sexual education
experience equated to a cold, dark,
auditorium, with an elderly women
shaming all of us into not having sex
before marriage through using the
analogy of a stick of chewing gum.
She held the gum in her hand, and
asked a young man in the front if he
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NOVEMBER EVENTS
November 12
Women’s Health Happy Hour
Time: 5:30-7:00
Location: Maxine’s on Shone
the Women's Studies Program at UCF will be hosting a
Women's Health Happy Hour at Maxine's on Shine. The
evening will feature a panel discussion on the changing
!"#$%&"'() *+) ,*-(#.%) /("!0/1) "#$) ,2!!) 3() 4!!($) ,20/) 5**$)
food, drinks, & company. Our panelists for the evening are: !

WELCOME
Abbigail Gately,
/;-)1,7)V@W)@/#$"*)5,2$")
Outreach Coordinator!
Abbigail is a sophomore
double majoring in
Advertising and Public
Relations and Political
Science: Pre-Law with a minor in Women’s
Studies who is an activist on campus
working with student groups like VOX at
UCF.

Jenna Tosh, President & CEO of Planned Parenthood of
Greater Orlando
Nina Perez, of MomsRising
Tabatha DiDomenico, of ICAN
Suggested contribution to join us for our Women's Health
Happy Hour is $15 and all proceeds will go directly towards
supporting the Women's Studies Program Scholarship
Funds. Hope to see you there!

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter to read
current articles, read up on program
events, and learn about what our graduates
are doing in the Friday Features. Plus, you
can give her a shout out for all her hard
work!

Questions? Contact anna.v.eskamani@gmail.com.
RSVP http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/500893 or
email womenst@ucf.edu

\/;)#"1)%12);&)/1)A"#,+//M)"'H)https://
www.facebook.com/pages/UCF-Womens@';2$,&PR-/:-".kQbDC=DQcODCc
\/;)#"1)%12);&)/1)W7$'',-)"'H)
https://twitter.com/WSTatUCF

November-December 6
Florida Undergraduate Research Conference 2014
Submissions Open
Submission Period:! October 15, 2013 – December 6, 2013
Florida International University is the site of FURC 2014. The
FIU Honors College serves as the host of the premiere multidisciplinary undergraduate research conference in the State
of Florida. Student researchers are invited to submit
abstracts for the presentation of posters.! The conference
serves as an opportunity for students to share their work with
colleagues, receive feedback from faculty, meet with
graduate school representatives from across the nation, and
attend workshops on topics of interest to undergraduate
researchers.

UCF WOMEN’S STUDIES
PROGRAM
M"*2(9!)#+:(CNH118
407-823-6502
womenst@ucf.edu
Mailing Address:
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
P.O. Box 161994
Orlando, FL 32816

!

Have an idea for a story?
Want us to add your event to
the calendar? Send us a line.

Email

Twitter
Fac
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